
  

Discount Promo Codes (v3.0)  

Blackbox Solutions Ltd is pleased to announce that we are offering a 10% discount off the normal 

prices of our Vehicle diagnostic Systems for established members of the LR Forums listed below.   

To be fair in all aspects, we can only offer this to established members of the forums and therefore 

must apply the following conditions:   

1. This offer is for forum members who are private individuals buying Blackbox Solutions 

products for their own use, it is not intended for the trade, businesses, distributors or friends of 

qualifying forum members.   

2. You must have been an active and contributory member of a forum listed below for at least 

SIX months and made a minimum of FIFTY regular posts.   

3. This offer is only for first time customers purchasing a new diagnostic system, or items from 

our basic bits range. The discount is applicable to all kits, individual accessories / Hardware items 

and Diagnostic software module licenses or unlock codes purchased at this time only. It does not 

extend to subsequent Hardware or Software purchases, upgrades, or re-license / unlock code fees. 

Performance Remaps purchased through us and Rovacom VCIQ are also exempt from this discount.   

4. The 10% discount is off the full price of items purchased directly from our websites shop 

only and cannot be added to any other offers that may be advertised on our own or other websites. 

Neither can the discount be claimed in conjunction with any other discount offered. It does not 

apply to shipping costs.   

5. If you are sure you meet the criteria described above, the next step is to go to the respective 

online store:   

http://blackbox-solutions.com/shop for MSV-2 and Basic Bits.  http://nanocom-

diagnostics.com/shop for Nanocom equipment.   

and purchase the required product(s) in the usual way. In the checkout wizard there is a box titled 

“Promo code”. You must enter the relevant promo code there exactly as shown below without any 

variation, omission or addition, and fill in all the other boxes with your information and selections.  

Forum  Promo Code  Forum Contact  

http://www.thed2boysclub.co.uk/  D2BOYS1  BBS Guy  

http://www.defender2.net/  DEFENDER2A  BBS Spy  

http://www.disco3.co.uk/  DISCO3UK1  BBS Spy  

http://www.disco4.com/  DISCO4UK1  BBS Spy  

http://www.discotr.es/  DISCOTRES1  BBS Guy  

http://www.freel2.com/  FREEL21  BBS Spy  

http://www.fullfatrr.com/  FULLFATRR1  BBS Spy  

http://www.rrsport.co.uk/forum/  RRSPORT1  BBS Spy  

http://www.aulro.com/  AULRO1  BBS Guy  
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6. At the end of the check out procedure, you will be given an order Reference number. This 

must be PM'd to the BBS Forum Contact named in the list using the forums PM function within 1 

HOUR of the order being placed.   

7. As long as you have correctly performed the two simple steps 5 and 6, and of course are 

eligible as per the criteria 1 to 4, we will then contact you and supply you with the discounted item 

and payment details. Otherwise your order will be processed without discount and you will be 

supplied an invoice and payment details at the regular prices.   

8. Do not enter the Promo code unless you are absolutely sure you meet the 1 to 4 criteria, and 

supply the PM as per step 6, as not only will you not get any discount, but this will significantly delay 

your order.   

9. We reserve the right to not supply this discount if we feel that you do not meet with the 

spirit of this offer in any way and to end the offer at any time at our sole discretion.   

10. Please be aware that failure to qualify for criteria 1 to 4 and exactly follow steps 5 and 6 in 

any way will result in the discount not being applied to your order and you permanently loosing 

eligibility for this discount. We will not re-process orders under any circumstances or accept re-

orders for discount after cancellations of a previous order.   

Accessories you may want to consider for the Faultmate MSV-2:   

AC001 POWER SUPPLY 100-240/12v (does not include industry standard figure of 8 lead).   

AC006 USB TO RS232 If the laptop/PC being used with the system does not have a native serial port 

then a Serial to USB adapter is mandatory.   

AC029 Bluetooth Module gives a greater working distance from the vehicles OBD socket to the 

laptop/PC and vehicle server.   

AC030 Micro Bluetooth Adaptor Recommended with AC029, Mandatory if the PC/Laptop has no 

Bluetooth capabilities.   

http://blackbox-solutions.com/shop for MSV-2 and Basic Bits.   

Accessories you may want to consider for the Nanocom:   

NCOM30 Nanocom Evolution Dash/Window mount kit   

NCOM25 NANOCOM Evolution Left hand Angle extension lead (~ 1 m long)   

or   

NCOM26 NANOCOM Evolution Right hand Angle extension lead (~ 1 m long) AC001 Power Supply 

100-240/12v   

For the functionality of the Nanocom please view the online emulator: 

www.nanocomdiagnostics.com/emulator  http://nanocom-diagnostics.com/shop for 

Nanocom equipment.  
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